Year _8_ Independent Learning Project (ILP)
Subject:

Geography

ILP Title: Where in the world?
In this project you will learn:
Time you should spend
How to research about countries of your choice and on this project:
find out facts and figures about them
How to present your project to the very best of your No more than 6__ hours
ability
At the end of this project you should:
Have learned how to research information about various countries of your
choice, know a lot more about the world and the countries around the world
Be able to give good reasons for your choices made

You should break down your time in the following way:
___________Research___ – up to ___2__ hour
_____________write up ___ – up to ___2 1/2__ hour
_____________presentation_____ - the rest of your project time
Weblinks you should use to help you with this task: goggle
Other resources and ideas which may help you could be:
Library, magazines , photographs or holiday brochures
Your work will be assessed by: a presentation grade and a step

The key words to learn in this project are:
World, country, population, currency facts and figures
Your parents may be able to help you by:
Helping you to research
Discussing the countries chosen

Planet Earth is an amazing place.
Imagine you could go anywhere in the world.
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This work will be marked as an ASSESSMENT.
You will be given a STEP for this work, look at the step table on the last sheet.
You will be given an effort grade based on the following criteria:
GRADE
A – All work completed in detail and extra included. Excellent presentation.
B –Has shown commitment to the task. Very good presentation.
C – Most work attempted. Simple presentation.
D – Most work not completed. Poor presentation.
E- Little work completed. No effort in the presentation of the work.

TASKS- You need to research and choose 10 places around the world where you have been or would
like to visit.
1. Produce a title page
2. List your 10 places you would like to visit around the world- You will need at least 1 country from
each continent and at least 1 place in the United Kingdom.
3. You must locate the 10 places on the world map accurately and give the map a title.
4. You need to then produce a Fact File for each place you have chosen, with pictures- Eg population,
language, currency, places of interest, flag
5. You will need to write a paragraph explaining why you would like to visit these places.
Presentation Of Your Work
You will need to show that you can carry out research to chose your 10 places and find out information about them.
You will need to be able to locate the places on a world map.
You will need to include pictures, drawings facts and figures.
You need to show you can write in sentences and paragraphs.
You can write or word process your work.
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